Incidental or secondary findings (ISFs) in whole exome or whole genome sequencing have been widely debated in recent literature. The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics' recommendations on diagnostic ISFs have strongly catalyzed the discussion, resulting in worldwide reactions and a variety of international guidelines. This article will outline how propositions on levels of terminology, policy, and underlying values are still internationally criticized and adjusted. Unsolved questions regarding ISFs include a suitable terminology, adequate counseling or informed consent procedures, opt-out possibilities, reporting ISFs to (parents of) minors and values regarding professional duty, patient autonomy, and actionability. These questions will be characterized as intrinsically related and reciprocally maintained and hence, symptomatic, single-level reflections will be marked as ineffective. Instead, a level-integrative approach of the debate that explicitly acknowledges this interaction and considers a balance between internationally significant and case-specific solutions, will be advocated. Second, the inclusion of a patient perspective will be strongly encouraged to complement the professional preponderance in the current debate. The examination of lived patient experiences, a qualitative focus on the subjective meaning of ISFs, and a contextualization of meaning processes will be suggested as specific concretizations. This integrative and inclusive approach aims for a more comprehensive understanding of ISFs, a consideration of all relevant stakeholders' perspective and, ultimately, an effective health-care policy.
Introduction
Incidental findings (IFs) or secondary findings (SFs), being results unrelated to the initial indication for genetic testing, have aroused a vast debate in the literature on whole exome sequencing (WES) or whole genome sequencing (WGS) [1] [2] [3] . The initial (2013) recommendations on diagnostic IFs by the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) have initiated the discussion, while the updated ACMG guidelines of 2015 can be perceived as the start of a second and reoriented debate phase [4, 5] . As a stimulating precedent, the ACMG guidelines have had an international impact, as (explicitly) confirmed in the many statements that were released shortly after them. When comparing these international documents, a diversity in terminology and policy guidelines on incidental or secondary findings (ISFs) can be identified, which has resulted in currently unsolved points of discussion. "ISFs" is used in this article as a working term ad interim, referring to the entirety of both deliberately pursued and accidentally found results that are unrelated to the indication for diagnostic genetic testing, however irrespective of any further specification concerning (clinical) validity or utility, policy or values as suggested by existing literature. Rather than taking a final stance in this debate, this article will explicitly indicate the link between the level of semantic choices and the second level of policy recommendations. Finally, commonly cited (bioethical) values will be integrated as a third level. The elaboration of this threeleveled overview of pertinent discussions on ISFs in current literature will, first, reveal how unsolved problems on one particular level affect the overall, international debate and hence, how all problems and levels are intrinsically connected. Subsequently, the lack of a genuine patient perspective will be identified as a second obstacle for the debate. Therefore, a level-integrative approach, which explicitly recognizes the levels' interaction, and a patientinclusive approach will be suggested as necessary steps toward a better understanding of and effective debate on ISFs.
Although the evolution of WES/WGS dissolves the border between diagnostics and both research and screening, this reflection is focused on a diagnostic context, where symptomatic patients enter the health-care system with a specific question [6] . This diagnostic situation is considered to be substantially different from a research, screening or direct-to-consumer context with asymptomatic patients/ participants, where the distinction between primary results and ISFs might be even more complex.
Phase 1: Incidental findings
Referring to a common phenomenon in medicine, ACMG adopted the terminology of IFs in its initial recommendations of 2013 and defined them as " […] results that are not related to the indication for ordering the sequencing but that may nonetheless be of medical value or utility […]" [4] . However, labeling findings as incidental in a context of WES/WGS has been terminologically criticized as paradoxical, because discovering numerous variants is intrinsic to these techniques [7, 8] . Moreover, the characterization of results as incidental has been considered, also by patients, to suggest a sense of insignificance, which is inappropriate in situations of life-saving findings [9, 10] .
ACMG's policy recommendations revealed a more specific understanding of IFs than the definition suggested. A standard analysis and report of (likely) pathogenic variants (class 5 and class 4 variants that, respectively, affect and probably affect function, including the importance of a contextualized interpretation and the absence of a 100% certainty regarding pathogenicity and penetrance) in a minimum list of 56 highly-penetrant and medically actionable genes was recommended in any case of diagnostic WES/WGS, irrespective of the indication for testing and of the patient's age and preference [4, [11] [12] [13] . This implicated the obligatory report of IFs concerning both early-and adult-onset conditions to adults and to (parents of) minors. This recommendation has, again, evoked semantic comments, as it is paradoxical to qualify intentionally sought results as incidental [9] . Therefore, ACMG's parallel reasoning, in which reporting genomic IFs was compared to reporting unexpected radiological anomalies, has also been doubted [4] . While the radiological detection of additional findings cannot be avoided, genomic IFs are oftentimes not inevitable but they are an additional targeted test or they can be covered by use of bioinformatics filters [13, 14] . Also the difference between detecting an actual disorder versus a (future) probability has been regarded as discrediting the parallelism [15] . However, criticism has exceeded the terminological level and the intentional and mandatory analysis and report of IFs have been fundamentally questioned. First, in an explicit reaction to the ACMG recommendations, the Association of Genetic Nurses and Counsellors (AGNC) has stated that intentionally looking for additional results that exceed the indication for a test or consult, is not a routine action in general medical practice [16] . Moreover, the deliberate search for IFs can blur the boundary between diagnostics and screening. This hybridization is, however, not unproblematic, as diagnostics and screening imply different duties, expectations, and values, for both patients/ participants and professionals [17, 18] . It can also stimulate a trend of medicalization, in which additional screening is a priori considered as beneficial while it can actually result in an overload of (uncertain) information and a group of "patients-in-waiting" [19, 20] . Nonetheless, ACMG seemed to consider this blurring delineation as unproblematic and referred to IFs as "opportunistic screening" [4] . The Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues (Bioethics Commission) has questioned this "better safe than sorry" attitude, as opportunistic screening might hold additional risks instead of an actual improvement of care [20] . Second, obligatory reporting results, also against patients' will, violates the general medical practice and policy [19] . Therefore, the Bioethics Commission has upheld the respect for a patient's choice not to be informed about ISFs [20] . Despite its recommendation to report serious and actionable IFs, also the European Society of Human Genetics (ESHG) has stressed how, in general, patients should be able, like in every presymptomatic genetic test setting, to apply and change their preference regarding the disclosure of results [8] . Also a survey among US-based genetic counselors about the ACMG guidelines' implementation confirmed the preference for an opt-out possibility of IFs [21] . Regarding the mandatory report of results about adult-onset conditions to (parents of) minors in particular, the AGNC and others have stated how this practice is incompatible with general pediatric genetic testing [13, 16, 22] .
Ultimately, the policy discussion was grounded in a different prioritizing of values. Promoting the active search for IFs, ACMG referred to the professional duty of avoiding harm, both toward patients and their families [4, 11] . Fully respecting this value implicated informing (parents of) minors about IFs concerning adult-onset conditions, as it might be the only opportunity to avoid serious future morbidity in the child's relatives [4, 23] . This way, ACMG's exception on declining presymptomatic tests in minors for adult-onset conditions was justified by a familywide conception of health benefits [23, 24] . In an explicit reflection on the ACMG and ESHG guidelines, also the Canadian College of Medical Geneticists (CCMG) has stated how this practice, in case of unintentional IFs, might be opportune when it can avoid serious medical harm and when explicitly requested by the parents [25] . This point of view was shared by laboratory professionals who theoretically did not differentiate between reporting IFs to adults or (parents of) minors and by clinical geneticists and genetic researchers who have considered the return of adult-onset results in minors as possibly opportune [26] [27] [28] . Also parents considered the possibility of receiving these results as a positive opportunity for additional information about themselves [29] . In contrast to the obligatory report of IFs, critics have stressed the professional duty to respect the medical choice of (parents of) patients, including the wish not to be informed, and this in respect of the fundamental value of (future) patient autonomy [13, 19, 22, 30] . Therefore, in a reply to the ACMG recommendations, the Public Health Genetics (PHG) Foundation has stated that denying a patient's consent in opportunistic screening is an unethical practice [31] . Also a US-based expert forum on the ACMG recommendations stressed the professional duty of respecting patients' right not to be informed [32] . ACMG recognized how its recommendations collided with ethical values but explicitly confirmed that, in this case, the duty to avoid harm exceeded the value of autonomy [4] .
Possibly, ACMG's position was motivated by the specific US health-care context and by fear of legal consequences for not reporting "all available information". However, it has been argued that the ACMG recommendations even enlarge liability risks, as professionals might be sued, e.g., for delayed disclosure or failure of reevaluating sequence data, or, on the other hand, for needless or harmful follow-up for IFs [33] . Moreover, the frequently divergent claims of other US-based professionals and policy groups threaten the absolute weight of the liability concern [13, 20, 22] . Finally, a European versus US geographical background turned out to be of no significant impact on professionals' attitude toward the return of IFs [34, 35] .
Phase 2: Secondary findings
In response to the terminological critique on IFs, alternatives such as "unsolicited", "unanticipated", or "unexpected" findings, or "secondary variants" have been suggested [7] [8] [9] 36] . The Bioethics Commission has chosen a multiple vocabulary and has discerned anticipatable and unanticipatable IFs, SFs and discovery findings [20] . Partly in line with this terminology, ACMG has revised its vocabulary from "incidental" to "secondary" findings, as this term acknowledges the intentional search for additional pathogenic variants [5, 12, 37] . However, none of all the terminological suggestions have remained free of objections, as they might deny a professional's competence to anticipate specific variants, neglect different expectations of different stakeholders, or overlook cases where no primary result has been found [2, 9, 20, 38] .
The adjustment of ACMG's vocabulary has coincided with a major change in its recommended policy as a possibility of opting out of SFs has been offered to patients [5] . Nonetheless, the idea of, even voluntary, opportunistic screening is incompatible with the intrinsic questioning of SFs by some policy groups. As part of the professional duty of non-maleficence, the Bioethics Commission has advocated "therapeutic parsimony", being a selectivity in chosen tests or interventions, and "diagnostic elegance", being a limitation of potential diagnoses. Therefore, in general, targeted testing is considered as more suitable, as it inhibits the possible downstream of medical, financial, and psychological procedures after identifying ISFs [20] . In order to avoid ISFs and their high-cost impact on patients, families, and society, the CCMG, ESHG, and EuroGentest have also recommended, in explicit reflection on previous guidelines such as those of ACMG, an initial targeted testing and a justification of WES/WGS in terms of necessity and proportionality [6, 8, 25 ].
ACMG's adjusted possibility for opting out of SFs has reinstated the value of patient autonomy. However, on an international level, the absolute versus relative weight of this value and its application to IFs, SFs, or both are unclear. ACMG has made no explicit notion of cases where opt-out is or should be impossible for SFs and also the AGNC has defended autonomy as "the heart of genetic counseling practice" in opportunistic screening [5, 16, 37] . The Bioethics Commission has, despite its claim for an opt-out possibility, only granted a relative weight to autonomy: when ISFs are clinically significant, of serious health importance and actionable, a "prudent professional judgment" should be made and the patient's opt-out choice should be respected "to the extent consistent with the clinician's fiduciary duty" [20] . Also the ESHG and the PHG Foundation have affirmed how the right not to know IFs does not always exceed the professional duties of beneficence and non-maleficence, e.g., when the information might be actionable and relevant for patients themselves and/or their (future) family [8, 31] .
Medical actionability
In both ACMG's initial and updated recommendations, medical actionability, being the possibility of an improved clinical management by medical treatment or prevention, has been displayed as a fundamental value [3, 39] . In 2016, a semiquantitative metric to score genes regarding their medical actionability has been elaborated, using the criteria of severity and likelihood of disease outcome, efficacy and acceptability of the intervention, and the knowledge-base regarding the previous four criteria [40] . No reference is made to the possible disease outcomes for a patient's family or (future) offspring, neither to interventions as patientperformed actions such as lifestyle changes or reproductive choices. Consequently, actionability is conceived as the possibility of strictly medical, professionally performed interventions toward the actual patient. In accordance with this metric, ACMG has updated 5 genes on its initial list, resulting in a minimum list of 59 genes [12, 37] . This semiquantitative definition of medical actionability has been widely criticized and, as a first comment, it has been mentioned, e.g., by the Bioethics Commission, how difficult it can be to exactly assess the true medical value and actionability of ISFs at the moment of discovery [20] . Variants can have an unknown pathogenicity when discovered in asymptomatic persons and their significance depends on further investigations, of both patients and their family [1, 13, 19] . Hofmann [41] even claims how the ACMG list mainly consists of findings of uncertain significance and of results which lack accuracy and actionability. As a second critique, the required professional knowledge to assess a gene's medical actionability and the generalization of a professional criterion into a universal value have been blamed to result in a degree of paternalism that is incongruent with the current, pluralistic, and patientcentered society [14, 39] . Finally, it should be noticed how ACMG's use of this semiquantitative metric contradicts its previous argument of a family-wide health interest in case of ISFs concerning adult-onset conditions in minors.
In order to deny the monopoly of a strictly medical and professional actionability, a wide spectrum of alternatives has been suggested. Moret et al. [42] assert a concept of actionability that discerns well-established medical actions, patient-initiated health-related actions, and patient-initiated decisions exceeding health, such as reproductive choices. Stivers and Timmermans consider actionability as an interactional value that is created in the relation between (parents of minor) patients and clinicians. Even if genetic results do not change (parents of minor) patients' (medical) actions, they can be actionable in various meaningful ways, e.g., by facilitating specific services (e.g., educational services for disabled children) or by changing psychological experiences or reproductive choices. Hence, actionability is not an objective, medical criterion but is determined by (parents of minor) patients' personal, social, reproductive, etc. context [43] . Concepts of actionability that surpass a medical focus acknowledge the personal utility of genetic information and consider warning at-risk relatives and adjusting behavior or reproductive choices as valuable actions, a perception also shared by the Bioethics Commission [14, 20, 30, 39] . This extended actionability approach also recognizes an intrinsic value of genetic knowledge per se, irrespective of any practical use. Various stakeholders (professionals, patients, research participants, and the general public) have supported this idea and have preferred to return or receive "all results", regardless of their actionability [36, 39, 44] . In line with this enlarged concept of actionability, the PHG Foundation's list of disclosure criteria for ISFs includes, e.g., the age and general condition of the patient, which suggests a more diverse spectrum of reportable results that exceeds medical actionability [31] .
A level-integrative and patient-inclusive approach
Despite ACMG's adjustment of its vocabulary, recommended policy, and prioritized value, international disagreement has remained (Fig. 1) . On terminology level, alternative terms for ISFs are still suggested and used inconsistently, keeping consensus out of reach [7] . It also generates a vagueness in policy publications on whether they actually apply to IFs, SFs, or both. On policy level, adequate counseling and informed consent procedures are a general problem regarding ISFs. The evolution toward WES/WGS, providing an enormous amount of information, challenges which information and counseling are required to realize a truly informed consent and a satisfactory understanding of (additional) results [44, 45] . Professionals and sometimes (parents of minor) patients themselves have expressed their concern about a limited understanding of WES/WGS, an ignorance that might partially explain people's desire to receive a very broad range of (additional) results [29, 44, 46] . More fundamentally, the feasibility and effectiveness of traditional pre-test procedures in which a large amount of complex information is provided, have been queried [45] . To avoid an overload of information and to realize an enhanced understanding, alternative consent procedures have been elaborated, in which binning systems, which (partially) allow (parents of minor) patients to choose which categories of possible results to receive, have been frequently suggested. Berg et al. already elaborated a categorical framework for IFs, where "bin 1 findings", consisting of (likely) pathogenic variants in medically actionable genes, were recommended to report. The return of (likely) pathogenic variants in clinically non-actionable genes depended on a shared decision-making between the (parents of the) patient and the professional, whereas genes and variants of unknown significance should never be reported, as their informative value is unclear [47, 48] . Elaborating on such binned systems, tiered/layered procedures of consent have been suggested, where a default package of necessary information is presented to all (parents of minor) patients, while more detailed information is only selectively provided, depending on specific information needs and result preferences [49, 50] . Despite the usefulness of these systems, an effective integration in clinical practice is still impeded. First, some categories or bins lack an exact definition, with the concept of actionability as specifically problematic [42] . Second, professionals have disagreed if a patient's age can affect the return of specific categories of results, an issue related to the return of ISFs regarding adultonset conditions in minors [51, 52] . Third, despite these binned, tiered, or layered consent procedures, it has been suggested that, in general, too much focus has been put on the informational aspect of counseling and that instead, more attention should be paid to its interactional, collaborative, and ethical nature [45] . Besides this general challenge of an adequate counseling process for ISFs, also the policy on opting out requires further clarification. Related to the terminological vagueness, it is, e.g., unclear whether ACMG's and AGNC's opt-out possibility only applies to SFs or also to IFs, a question also linked to the undetermined weight of patient autonomy. A similar vagueness occurs in the Bioethics Commission's recommendation on balancing patients' possible opt-out preference versus professional duties regarding both IFs and SFs. The ESHG and EuroGentest have plead for a clear optin and opt-out protocol regarding ISFs, both for adult and minor testing, but again, no specificities have been given [6, 8] . The policy of avoiding ISFs and intentionally covering results by bioinformatics filters raises ethical questions because, even though these results are masked for the professional eye, they still exist. It is unclear if this mask actually eliminates the professional duty to avoid harm, an issue also referred to by the Bioethics Commission's claim that the fiduciary duty does not allow professionals to filter additional results exclusively in order to avoid responsibility [17, 20] . Also the practice of reporting ISFs (especially those related to adult-onset conditions) in minor testing still raises doubts, on both policy and value levels. An interest has been shown in results that are not (yet) Fig. 1 Two-phased, threeleveled debate on ISFs relevant for tested (minor) patients themselves, hence it is debatable if (minor) patients' results can be used for others' possible benefit or if this is an unacceptable instrumentalization [24] . A thorough reflection is needed on values such as (future) autonomy and the right not to know, and whether these values, in the context of current genetics, still have their traditional meaning or if they are in need of a conceptual update.
Regarding the value of actionability, a feasible concept should be elaborated that can effectively guide practice and policy. Berg's semiquantitative metric for medical actionability seems a straightforward procedure to classify ISFs, but a gene's correct categorization can be difficult [14, 37, 53] . For example, scoring a gene on the severity of its outcome or scoring an intervention on efficacy is ambiguous when the gene is associated with multiple outcomes or when different interventions are available. It is undecided in these cases whether the most severe or the most likely outcome should be scored or whether very radical interventions should also be considered [53] . Moreover, the likelihood of a possible disease outcome and the efficacy and acceptability of an intervention are partly determined by (the parents of) a patient's characteristics and context, an argument also recognized by Berg himself [40] . These pitfalls of a rigorous metric show the difficulty to measure actionability by merely medical criteria and the need to find common ground for patients, parents, and professionals on the wide spectrum between a strictly medical interpretation and more subjective and contextualized interpretations.
The aforementioned problems regarding ISFs clearly demonstrate a reciprocal interdependence and hence a strong unity of terminology, policy, and values. The terminological vagueness is reflected in ambiguous guidelines, while the unsettled meaning and weight of ethical values fail to support effective policy recommendations [31] . Denying this constant interaction results in limited answers to only partial problems and inhibits an adequate approach of the overall debate. Therefore, as a first recommended approach to the debate, an absolute integration of all levels in every consideration of ISFs is strongly advocated and a withdrawal of symptomatic questions that neglect this interaction is an absolute necessity. This level-integrative approach does not demand the instant and simultaneous solution of all aforementioned problems, nor the pursuit of an international consensus on all levels. However, the debate on ISFs should acknowledge how terminological choices and policy recommendations lack solidity when the underlying levels (of policy and/or values), to which they always (implicitly) refer, are disregarded. This lacking solidity inhibits an effective implementation of levelspecific decisions, which can result in a diversified practice, an inequity in access of care and a suboptimal organization of care. On an international level, unsolid and largely heterogeneous answers on terminology, policy, and value problems can undermine the guidance and efficacy of these answers and erode the significance of important principles and values [35] . Nonetheless, pertinent ethical, legal, and societal differences exist, e.g., between the United States and Europe, which devaluates the aim of global guidelines [7, 35] . Moreover, the casuistry of a patient's specific context and a professional's particular judgment impede the idea of a strict uniformity [26] . A level-integrative approach should consider this balance between the pursuit of internationally significant answers and the necessity of case-bycase solutions on all levels of the ISFs debate.
This level-integrative approach of the debate will still lack important information, as ISFs have been mainly considered by (boards of) professionals. The experiences of (parents of minor) patients who encounter the possibility of ISFs are largely unexplored, which further erodes the debate. Hence, as a second recommended approach, an inclusion of the perspective of actual end-users is advocated, as a necessary complement to the current professional, top-down approach. Numerous publications have stressed the importance of the patient perspective on ISFs but these calls have stayed too vague and have lacked actual realization [4, 13, 15, 20, 37] .
Therefore, as a first concretization of the inclusion of a patient perspective, lived experiences of (parents of) a real patient population should be pursued. Current research frequently suffers from a hypothetical bias by interrogating people who have to simulate a different role (e.g., of a patient, parent, or family member) or a different medical situation (e.g., having a diagnostic question or being genetically tested). Hypothetical discussions, however, can be very different from lived experiences, which is demonstrated in the increased selectivity in preferred ISFs by patients with an actual experience of illness and genetic testing [11, 44] .
Second, an explicit focus on (possible) ISFs' meaning and significance is suggested. Instead of (quantitatively) measuring (parents of minor) patients' evaluation of professional classifications or recommendations, a qualitative insight in patients' or parents' subjective meaning of ISFs is recommended. This objective is supported by the observation that professionally determined categories or bins for ISFs, e.g., (medically) actionable results, do not necessarily correspond with patients' or parents' perception [44, 48] . This discrepancy in terminology and underlying values between important stakeholders holds the risk to make policy instruments ineffective. It is fully acknowledged that more inclusive and subjective perspectives on actionability and other values challenge the counseling process and return of results. Nonetheless, it is doubtful whether this is an acceptable excuse to deny personally useful information to (parents of minor) patients.
Finally, the specific context of a patient's subjective perspective on ISFs should be emphasized. Patient-related factors such as patients' or parents' family history, social support, primary condition, and previous experiences with genetic counseling can all mediate the meaning of ISFs [20, 39] . This suggests that ISFs' significance is not constructed by single-dimension criteria (such as pathogenicity or actionability) but by a complex interaction of multiple, contextualized criteria. Therefore, (parents of minor) patients might also favor more dynamic or staged consent procedures, in which the validity of personal preferences is not limited to a single pre-test moment. Having the possibility to give consent at several times, e.g., prior to testing, prior to receiving (specifically preferred) results, and prior to updates about these results, can allow to weigh values (e.g., actionability, professional duty, personal autonomy, etc.) differently in different situations and to make specifically contextualized decisions. It also allows that information and counseling are (repeatedly) provided and adjusted to evolving scientific knowledge [48, 50] . Finally, contextualized and dynamic policy procedures can stimulate or necessitate a diversified terminology to cover the different meanings ascribed to ISFs, which, again, confirms the intrinsic interaction of terminology, policy, and values regarding ISFs [38] .
General conclusion
Despite the international guidelines on ISFs, a complex interaction of various problems still confiscates the debate, which impedes an adequate and effective implementation of the promising techniques of WES/WGS. The diagnostic possibilities of these techniques are captivating but the required knowledge to manage all results and additional information, is challenging. A level-integrative and patientinclusive approach to the debate on ISFs pursues a more comprehensive understanding of ISFs. It explicitly recognizes, first, the intrinsic interaction between the different levels of the debate and, second, the importance of a lived, subjective, and contextualized patient perspective. Ultimately, the integration and alignment of terminology, policy, and values, and the inclusion of all relevant stakeholders will support the realization of an effective, well-grounded practice regarding ISFs. 
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